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Abstract—We propose a comprehensive framework for adaptivity of service-based applications, which exploits the concept of process fragments as a way to model reusable process knowledge and to allow for the dynamic, incremental, context-aware composition of such fragments into adaptable service-based applications. The framework provides a set of adaptation mechanisms that, combined through adaptation strategies, are able to solve complex adaptation problems. An implementation of the proposed solution is presented and evaluated on a real-world scenario from the logistics domain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the key advantages of the service-oriented paradigm is the possibility to reduce the development and maintenance cost of software applications without losing the control of their quality and the capability of managing their lifecycle. A key enabling factor to fully exploit these advantages, is the capability of service-oriented applications to adapt, i.e., to modify their behavior and to evolve in order to satisfy new requirements and to fit new situations. Addressing this problem is not at all easy, especially considering the challenges posed by the Internet of Services, where applications need to deal with a continuously changing environment, both in terms of the context in which the applications operate, and of the services, users and providers involved. In such a setting, the same application shall operate differently for different contextual situations, deal with the fact that involved services are not known a priori, and be able to dynamically react to changes to better fit the new situations.

Several approaches have been investigated in recent years to support the adaptation of service-based systems [1], [6], [10], [19], [22], [23], [4]. Unfortunately enough, despite the considerable effort dedicated to tackling this problem, we are still far from effective solutions. Most adaptation approaches require to analyze all the possible adaptation cases at design-time, and to embed the corresponding recovery activities in the system model [1], [8], [15]; they can hardly be used in dynamic settings, where adaptation cases are too many, and recovery activities cannot be defined at design time. Dynamic adaptation approaches, where adaptation activities are automatically derived at run-time on the basis of the current execution environment and of the specific adaptation need, try to solve these limitations. Most of these approaches [6], [10], [19], [22], [23], however, have a limited scope and deal with local forms of adaptation (e.g., service replacement). Moreover, the role of the execution environment is seldomly taken into account, thus preventing to capture sources of change that are external to the application, but still very relevant for its operation.

In this paper we propose a comprehensive framework for adaptivity of service-based application, which exploits the concept of process fragments [11] as a way to model reusable process knowledge and to allow for a dynamic, incremental, context-aware composition of such fragments into adaptable service-based applications. The framework allows for business processes that are only partially specified at design time, and that are automatically refined at run-time taking into account the specific execution context. This refinement exploits the available fragments, which are provided by the other actors and systems to describe the services and capabilities that are offered to the process in the specific context. The framework also support run-time adaptation to unexpected or improbable context changes that may affect the execution of the application. This is achieved through a set of adaptation mechanisms that, if properly combined through adaptation strategies, find solutions to bring the application to a state where the execution can be correctly resumed. The realization of the different adaptation mechanisms is achieved extending sophisticated AI planning techniques for the automated composition of services [17].

The proposed approach has been applied to a car logistic scenario based on the operation of the sea port of Bremen, for which a demonstrator has been implemented [7]. The scenario, dealing with the management of cars from their arrival by ship to their delivery to retailers, entails a high level of complexity both in terms of the number of actors involved (e.g., cars, ships, terminals, storage areas, treatment facilities, trucks), each having its own regulations and procedures, and in terms of the dynamicity of the execution environment (e.g., availability of port facilities, accidental damages, human errors, changes in regulations).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the Car Logistic scenario that is used as a reference throughout the paper; Section III presents the proposed framework for modeling adaptable context-aware service-based applications, the adaptation mechanisms and strategies for the dynamic process refinement and the handling of context changes; Section IV gives a formal specification of the framework and shows how AI planning techniques are used to solve adaptation problems; finally, Section V describes how we have evaluated our solution using the Car Logistic demonstrator while Section VI presents some related works, and conclusions.

II. MOTIVATING SCENARIO

The scenario used throughout the paper is based on the operation of the sea port of Bremen, Germany [3], where nearly 2 million new vehicles are handled each year in order to deliver them from manufacturers to retailers. The delivery process of each car consists of a set of procedures
that can be customized according to the car brand, model, retailer-specific requirements, etc. Cars arrive by ship and are unloaded and unpacked at a certain terminal. Once a car is unpacked, it has to be moved to one of the storage areas, depending on the type of the car (e.g., covered/guarded areas for luxury cars) and on availability of parking spaces; different storage areas have different parking procedures that need to be followed. A car remains at the storage area until it is ordered by a retailer. Once a car stored is ordered, it continues its way towards the delivery. In particular, a car is treated at dedicated treatment areas (e.g., washing, painting, equipping, repairing) according to the details in the order. When a car is ready to be delivered it is moved to the assigned delivery gate, where it is loaded onto a truck, and eventually delivered to the retailer.

Our goal is to develop an application (the Car Logistic System (CLS)) to support the management and operation of the port, where numerous actors (i.e., cars, ships, trucks, treatment areas, etc.) need to cooperate in a synergistic manner respecting their own procedures and business policies. The system needs to deal with the dynamicity of the scenario, in terms of both the variability of the actors’ procedures (customizable processes), and the exogenous context changes affecting its operation. Customization means that different brands and models of cars should be treated in a similar but customizable way. Moreover new car models, having specific requirements and procedures, have to be able to be easily integrated in the application. Similarly, the application needs to flexibly deal with changes in the procedures of external actors such as ships and trucks. Finally, the application needs to promptly reflect changes in international regulations and laws. Concerning context dynamicity, examples of environment conditions to be taken into account are unavailability or malfunctioning of the port facilities, accidental damages of cars and trucks, human errors (e.g., a car is parked in the wrong parking lot).

III. GENERAL APPROACH
A. Application Model

In this Section we present our framework for modeling adaptable context-aware fragment-based systems such as the CLS scenario described in Section II.

The system operation is modeled through a set of entities (e.g., ships, cars, trucks, etc.), each specifying its behavior through a business process. Unlike traditional system specifications, where the business processes are static descriptions of the expected run-time operation, our approach allows to define dynamic business processes that are refined at run time according to the features offered by the system.

The underline idea is that entities can join the system dynamically, publish their functionalities through a set of process fragments that can be used by other entities to interoperate, discover fragments offered by the other entities, and use them to automatically refine their own business processes. For instance, within the CLS, whenever a ship approaches the harbor, it discovers the fragments provided by the landing manager and by the gates. These fragments model the harbor-specific procedures and regulations that the ship should execute for the landing. Different fragments may be provided by different gates to be used by certain types of ships. Similarly, the ship will publish its own fragments implementing the procedures to be followed for the unloading of cars.

Another important feature of the proposed framework is the possibility of leaving the handling of extraordinary/improbable situations to run time instead of analyzing all the extraordinary situations at design time and embedding the corresponding recovery activities in the business process. This kind of modeling extremely simplifies the specification of business processes that have to operate in dynamic environments, since the developer does not need to think about and specify all the possible alternatives to deal with specific situations (e.g., context changes, availability of functionalities, improbable events).

These dynamic features offered by the framework rely on a shared context model, describing the operational environment of the system. The context is defined through a set of context properties, each describing a particular aspect of the system domain (e.g., current location of a car, status of a car, availability of a storage area). A context property may evolve as an effect of the execution of a fragment activity, which corresponds to the normal behavior of the domain (e.g., current location of car is storage area A), but also as a result of exogenous changes (e.g., car status is damaged, storage area unavailable). A context configuration is a snapshot of the context at a specific time, capturing the current status of all its context properties. For instance, the CarLocation diagram (depicted in Figure 2) captures how the car location can change over time. Initially, the car is on the ship. The car process aims to unload the car to the unpacking area and move it to the storage. The treatment location is where the car can be repaired. Similarly, the CarStatus diagram represents car operability status. An example of an exogenous change could be where the car status changes from ok to nok by the exogenous event damaged.

Business processes and fragments are modeled as Adaptable Pervasive Flows (APFs) [5], [13], an extension of traditional workflow languages (e.g., BPEL) which makes them suitable for adaptation and execution in dynamic pervasive environments. In addition to the classical workflow language constructs (e.g., input, output, data manipulation activities, complex control flow constructs), APFs add the possibility to relate the process execution to the system context by annotating activities with preconditions and effects. Preconditions constrain the activity execution to specific context configurations, and in our framework are used to catch violations in the expected behavior and trigger run-time adaptation. Effects model the expected impact of the activity execution on the system context, and are used to automatically reason on the consequences of fragment/process execution. Consider for instance the precondition P1: CarStatus=ok and CarRegistration=no in the Registration Reply activity of Figure 1B. The Storage Manager, provider of the fragment, specifies through this condition that the activity can be executed only if the car is not yet registered and is not damaged. The next activity of the same fragment, Registration Reply, is annotated with the effect E1: CarRegistration.registered, meaning that the expected impact of this activity is to make the system context evolve to a configuration where property CarRegistration is in state yes.
Figure 1: Adaptation mechanisms in the car delivery scenario
Finally, in order to have dynamic processes, we extended the APF language with constructs enabling the customization and adaptation of process fragments. In particular, we introduced the possibility of specifying abstract activities within fragments. An abstract activity is defined at design time in terms of the goal it needs to achieve, expressed as context configurations to be reached, and the goal to be reached. For instance, the abstract activity Store of the car process model in Figure 1A, aiming at storing the car in a storage area, is annotated with the goal \( G3: \text{CarProgressStoring}=\text{yes} \). At run time, a specific fragment composition will be generated to achieve this goal taking into account the characteristics of the car, the status of the storage areas, and the available fragments for the car storing. Activities can also be annotated with a compensation goal that has to be fulfilled any time adaptation requires to rollback the process instance and they have already been successfully executed. An example is the compensation goal \( C1: \text{CarRegistration}=\text{no} \) for the activity Registration Reply defined in the Registration fragment provided by the Storage Manager (Figure 1B), or \( C2: \text{CarTicketA}=\text{no} \) for the activity BookA defined in the fragment StoreToA provided by Storage Area A (Figure 1C).

### B. Adaptation mechanisms

In this Section we present different adaptation mechanisms that can be used to handle the dynamicity of context-aware pervasive systems. Our framework can deal with two different adaptation needs: the need for refining an abstract activity within a process instance, and the violation of the context precondition of an activity that has to be executed. In the second case, the aim of adaptation is to solve the violation by bringing the system to a situation where the process execution can be resumed.

1) Refinement mechanism: The refinement mechanism is triggered whenever an abstract activity in a process instance needs to be refined. The aim of this mechanism is to automatically compose available process fragments taking into account the goal associated to the abstract activity and the current context configuration. The result of the refinement is an executable process that composes a set of fragments provided by other entities in the system and, if executed, fulfills the goal of the abstract activity. The advantage of performing refinements at run-time is twofold: available fragments are not always known at design time (e.g., a truck arriving at the delivery area may provide its own loading fragment), and the composition strongly depends on the current execution context (e.g., a storage area may be full and thus its fragment not usable).

Consider, for instance, the abstract activity Store of the main car process in Figure 1A. During the execution the activity is automatically refined and composes five available fragments (i.e., Registration, StorageAssignment, StoreToA, StoreToB and StoreToC) provided by different entities (i.e, Storage Manager, Storage Area A, Storage Area B, and Storage Area C). The refinement obtained is injected in the car process instance that can continue its execution and achieve its goal.

Composed fragments may also contain abstract activities which requires further refinements during the process execution. The result of this incremental refinement is a multi-layer process execution model (see Figure 1), where the top layer is the initial process of the entity and intermediate layers correspond to incremental refinements.

2) Local Adaptation Mechanism: Local adaptation aims at identifying a solution that allows for re-starting the execution of a faulted process from a specific activity. To achieve this, a composition of fragments is generated and its execution brings the system to a context configuration satisfying the activity precondition.

As an example, consider adaptation A1 of Figure 1B. The car process is ready to execute the Registration Reply activity of the Registration fragment, however the car gets damaged and the precondition \( P1 \) of the activity is not valid. The aim of local adaptation in this case is to repair the car (i.e., property \( \text{CarStatus}=\text{ok} \) must hold). This is achieved by composing two fragments that allow us to move the car to the treatment station (MoveToTreatment) and to repair it.

![Figure 2: Examples of context properties for the CLS.](image-url)
(Repairment). After executing the local adaptation process, the car process instance can resume the execution of the original process.

3) Compensation Mechanism: The compensation mechanism can be used to dynamically compute a compensation process for a specific activity. The compensation process is a composition of fragments specifically selected for the current context and whose execution fulfills the compensation goal.

The advantage of specifying activity compensation as a goal on the context, rather than explicitly declaring the activities to be executed (e.g., as in BPEL), is the possibility to dynamically compute the compensation process taking into account the specific execution context.

Consider for instance the compensation of the BookA activity of the StoreToA fragment provided by Storage Area A in Figure 1C. The compensation goal C2 associated to the activity requires that a context configuration where there are no places booked for the car in the storage area is reached. In our case the activity needs to be compensated after its completion and the generated compensation process requires that the ticket for the storage area is dropped.

C. Adaptation strategies

When different adaptation mechanisms are combined and executed in a precise order, adaptation strategies are realized. They are able to deal with complex adaptation needs that cannot be addressed by applying adaptation mechanism in isolation. An example is the case where a violation of an activity precondition cannot be resolved with local adaptation (e.g., there is no way of making the storage area A1 available for adaptation need A3 of Figure 1E). Another example is the failure of an abstract activity refinement, caused by unavailability of fragments to be composed to fulfill the goal within a specific execution context.

Our framework provides different ways of combining adaptation mechanisms. A first possibility is one shot adaptation, where the different adaptation mechanisms are combined for a single adaptation problem, and a comprehensive solution is searched for and, if found, executed. Another possibility is incremental adaptation, where each adaptation mechanism in the strategy is called and the resulting adaptation process is executed before applying the next adaptation mechanism. This interleaving of adaptation and execution makes it possible tailor each adaptation to the specific execution context, but has the main drawback of not knowing in advance whether the strategy can be completely executed.

In the following we present some adaptation strategies that we have identified and that resulted to be very useful in our scenario. All the patterns can be implemented through one-shot or incremental adaptation, and, if needed, other patterns can be easily added to the framework.

The re-refinement strategy can be applied whenever a faulted activity belongs to the refinement of an abstract activity. The aim of this strategy is to compensate all the activities of the refinement labelled with a compensation goal and that have been already executed (through compensation mechanism) and to compute a new refinement (through refinement mechanism) that satisfies the goal of the abstract activity and taking into account the new context configuration. This strategy is used in the scenario of Figure 1 to solve the adaptation need A3, where the storage area A1 becomes unavailable. In this specific execution context, the re-refinement of the abstract activity StoreAndDropA requires to compensate the activities BookTicketA1Reply of the BookStorageA1 fragment of entity Storage Area A1 by dropping the ticket and then to re-compute a fragment composition that, taking into account the current storage availability, allows the care to be parked in Storage Area A2 (see Figure 1F).

The backward adaptation strategy aims at bringing back the process instance to a previous activity in the process that, given the new context configuration, may allow for different execution decisions. This strategy requires the compensation of all the activities that need to be rolled back (compensation mechanism), and for bringing the system to a configuration where the precondition of the activity to be executed is satisfied (local adaptation). This strategy is used in our scenario to deal with adaptation A2 (see Figure 1D), where the storage area A is no longer available but a parking ticket has already been booked for the car. In this case, where neither local adaptation nor re-refinement would work, a successful strategy could be to bring back the execution to an activity that can potentially make a different decision about the storage area assigned to the car (i.e., AssignStorageRequest in StorageAssignment fragment). To implement this strategy there is the need for compensating the BookA abstract activity by dropping the ticket (i.e., DropTicketA fragment) and of making the precondition P2 valid (i.e., executing Move2Unpacking fragment, see Figure 1G).

Other strategies can be defined by composing the adaptation mechanisms in a different way by combining sub-strategies. To give an example, a possible strategy could be to search for a local adaptation, and, in case no solution is found, try backward adaptation within the same fragment composition, then apply the re-refinement mechanism, then recursively apply backward and re-refinement mechanism, moving up in the execution layers, till the beginning of the process instance. A completely different strategy could be to search for alternative solutions in parallel and then choose the best solution according to a set of pre-defined metrics (e.g., number of activities to be performed, impact on the process structure, impact on the context configuration).

IV. Formal Framework

In this section we introduce formal definitions of the elements of our adaptation framework. Then, we show how the different adaptation mechanisms can be defined in terms of a general adaptation problem, and that any general adaptation problem formalized in our framework can be automatically resolved using planning techniques.

A. Definitions

1) Context Property: Every context property is modelled with a context property diagram, which is a state-transition system capturing all possible property values and value changes. Each transition is labeled with the corresponding context event.
Definition 1: (Context Property Diagram) Context property diagram is a tuple \( c = (L, L_0, E, T) \), where:
- \( L \) is a set of context states and \( L_0 \subseteq L \) is a set of initial states;
- \( E = E_{\text{unc}} \cup E_{\text{cnt}} \) is a set of context events, where \( E_{\text{unc}} \) is a set of uncontrollable and \( E_{\text{cnt}} \) is a set of controllable events, such that \( E_{\text{cnt}} \cap E_{\text{unc}} = \emptyset \);
- \( T \subseteq L \times E \times L \) is a transition relation.

We denote with \( L(c), E(c), \) etc. the corresponding elements of context property diagram \( c \).

The overall context is usually quite complex and requires a set of context property diagrams \( C \) to be specified. In this case, a context state is a combination of states of its property diagrams. Formally a space of context configurations is defined as \( L = \prod_{c \in C} L(c) \). We also define \( E_{\text{cnt}}(c) = \bigcup_{c \in C} E_{\text{cnt}}(c) \).

2) Process Fragments: We model process fragments as state transition systems, where each transition corresponds to a particular fragment activity. In particular, we distinguish four kinds of activities: input and output activities model communications among processes; concrete activities model internal elaborations by the process; and abstract activities correspond to the abstract activities of the process.

As described in Section III-A, activities can be annotated with preconditions, effects, and compensations, while abstract activities are annotated with goals. In the definition of process fragments, this is captured through dedicated labeling functions.

Definition 2: (Process Fragment) Process Fragment defined over context property diagrams \( C \) is a tuple \( p = (S, S_0, A, T, Ann) \), where:
- \( S \) is a set of states and \( S_0 \subseteq S \) is a set of initial states;
- \( A = A_{\text{in}} \cup A_{\text{out}} \cup A_{\text{con}} \cup A_{\text{abs}} \) is a set of activities, where \( A_{\text{in}} \) is a set of input activities, \( A_{\text{out}} \) is a set of output activities, \( A_{\text{con}} \) is a set of concrete activities, and \( A_{\text{abs}} \) is a set of abstract activities. \( A_{\text{in}}, A_{\text{out}}, A_{\text{con}}, \) and \( A_{\text{abs}} \) are disjoint sets;
- \( T \subseteq S \times A \times S \) is a transition relation;
- \( Ann = (\text{Pre}, \text{Eff}, \text{Goal}, \text{Comp}) \) is a process annotation, where \( \text{Pre} : A_{\text{in}} \cup A_{\text{out}} \cup A_{\text{con}} \to L^* \) is the precondion labeling function, \( \text{Eff} : A_{\text{in}} \cup A_{\text{out}} \cup A_{\text{con}} \to E_{\text{cnt}} \) is the effect labeling function, \( \text{Goal} : A_{\text{abs}} \to L^* \) is the goal labeling function, and \( \text{Comp} : A \to L^* \) is the compensation labeling function.

We denote with \( S(p), A(p), \) etc. the corresponding elements of a fragment \( p \).

3) Process and System Executions: The following definition captures the current status of the execution of a given process. As illustrated in Figure 1, the process is a hierarchical structure, obtained through the refinement of abstract activities into fragments. In the following definition, a process configuration is hence modeled as a list of triples process-activity-history: the first element in the list describes the fragment currently under execution, the current activity, and history of past activities executed in the current fragment; the other triples describe the hierarchy of ancestor fragments, each one with abstract activities currently under execution and past history. As we will see, the history of past activities is necessary whenever a backward adaptation is performed, to determine which compensations need to be executed.

Definition 3: (Process Configuration) We define a process configuration as a non-empty list of triples \( E_i = (p_1, a_1, h_1), (p_2, a_2, h_2), \ldots, (p_n, a_n, h_n) \), where:
- \( p_i \) are process fragments;
- \( a_i \in A(p_i) \) are activities in the corresponding process fragments, with \( a_i \in A_{\text{abs}}(p_i) \) for \( i \geq 2 \) (i.e., all activities that are refined are abstract);
- \( h_i \in A(p_i)^* \) is the sequence of past activities executed in the process fragment.

The configuration of the whole system is defined by the current configuration of the context properties, by the configuration of the processes in the system, and by the set of available fragments.

Definition 4: (System Configuration) Given a set \( C \) of context property diagrams, we define a system configuration for \( C \) as a tuple \( S = (I, E, F) \), where:
- \( I \subseteq L(c_1) \times \ldots \times L(c_n) \), \( c_i \in C \) is the current configuration of context property diagrams;
- \( E \subseteq E_{p_1} \times \ldots \times E_{p_n} \) is the current configuration of running processes;
- \( F \) is the set of available fragments.

We denote with \( I(S), E(S), F \), etc. the corresponding elements of a system configuration \( S \).

For lack of space, we do not give a formal definition of evolution of a system configuration. Intuitively, the system evolves in three different ways. First, through the execution of, and interaction among, processes: this happens according to the standard rules of business process execution. Second, through the entrance (and exit) of new entities into the system: each new entity corresponds to the introduction of a new process in \( E \) and the instantiation of the corresponding context property diagrams; moreover, since entities can bring new fragments, it also corresponds to the extension of set \( F \). Third, through the execution of adaptations, which will be discussed in detail in the following.

B. Adaptation

1) General Adaptation Problem: In the following we define the concept of general adaptation problem, which will be used to formalize the different adaptation mechanisms presented in Section III-B.

A general adaptation problem contains complete information about the system configuration and an adaptation goal, which captures the adaptation objectives to be fulfilled.

Definition 5: (Adaptation Problem) Adaptation problem is a tuple \( \xi = (S, G) \), where \( S \) is the current system configuration and \( G \) is an adaptation goal over \( C \). We denote with \( S(\xi) \) and \( G(\xi) \) the corresponding elements of an adaptation problem \( \xi \).

For expressing the adaptation goals, we exploit EAGLE [9], an expressive language introduced to define complex goals in the scope of automated planning. EAGLE is particularly suited to be used to model adaptation problems, and in particular adaptation strategies, since it allows the definition of: (i) goals as sets of context configurations, \( G \subseteq I \), and (ii) sequential composition of goals \( G = G_1 \cdot G_2 \), defining a temporal order in which the sub-goals need to be satisfied by the adaptation.

The solution to a general adaptation problem \( \xi \) is a process \( M_{\text{adapt}} \) that is obtained as the composition of a set of
fragments in $F(S)$. When executed from the current system configuration $S$, and in the absence of exogenous events corresponding to unpredicted situations, $M_{adapt}$ ensures that the resulting context configuration satisfies the goal $G(\xi)$.

2) From Adaptation Strategies to Adaptation Problems: We now show how adaptation strategies (and mechanisms), used to adapt a process instance $E_p$ in a system configuration $S$, can be transformed into general adaptation problems $\xi = \langle S, G \rangle$, and how the obtained process $M_{adapt}$ is exploited to adapt system configuration $S$ into a new configuration $S'$. We assume that the adaptation is applied to fragment $E_p \in \xi(S)$, with $E_p = (p_1, a_1, h_1), (p_2, a_2, h_2), \ldots (p_n, a_n, h_n)$. We also assume that $a_0$ is the first activity of $M_{adapt}$.

Refinement. The refinement mechanism is used whenever $a_1$ is an abstract activity that needs to be refined. This means to generate an adaptation solution for problem $\xi$ where $G(\xi) = \text{Goal}(a_1)$. $S'$ is obtained from $S$ by chaining the new fragment in the configuration of process $p$: $E'_p = (M_{adapt}, a_0, []) \cdot E_p$.

Local Adaptation. Local adaptation can be used to solve a situation where $a_1$ cannot be executed since $\text{Pre}(a_1)$ is violated. This means to generate an adaptation solution for problem $\xi$ where $G(\xi) = \text{Pre}(a_1)$. $S'$ is obtained from $S$ by updating $E_p$ into $E'_p = (p'_1, a_0, h_1), (p_2, a_2, h_2), \ldots (p_n, a_n, h_n)$ as follows: $p'_1$ is obtained by merging $M_{adapt}$ into $p_1$ before activity $a_1$.

Compensation. This mechanism has the objective to (partially or completely) rollback the past activities performed in fragment $p_1$, by applying the associated compensations. We assume that $h_1 = h_0, a_1, \ldots, a_m$, and that we want to rollback activities $a_1, \ldots, a_m$. This means to generate an adaptation solution for problem $\xi$ where $G(\xi) = \text{Comp}(a_m) \cdot \text{Comp}(a_{m-1}) \cdots \text{Comp}(a_1)$ is the concatenation, in reverse order, of the compensation goals associated to the activities that need to be rollbacked. $S'$ is obtained from $S$ by updating $E_p$ into $E'_p = (p'_1, a_0, h_0), (p_2, a_2, h_2), \ldots (p_n, a_n, h_n)$, where $p'_1$ is obtained by merging $M_{adapt}$ into $p_1$ before activity $a_1$.

Adaptation Strategies. As described in Section III-C, adaptation mechanisms can be combined to complex adaptation strategies. The formalization of strategies into adaptation problems is straightforward: incremental adaptation is obtained by interleaving computation of adaptation problem and execution of the resulting adaptation process for each mechanism, while one shot adaptation of adaptation problems $\xi_1 = \langle S, G_1 \rangle$ and $\xi_2 = \langle S, G_2 \rangle$ is defined as $\xi_1 \cdot \xi_2 = \langle S, G_1 \cdot G_2 \rangle$. We remark that, in the one shot case, the definition of $S'$ depends on the specific strategy: for instance, in the case of a backward adaptation, if the system configuration has to be brought back to activity $a_k$ of fragment $p_k$, with $k > 1$, then all elements $(p_1, a_1, h_1), \ldots (p_{k-1}, a_{k-1}, h_{k-1})$ are removed from the system configuration, and element $(p_k, a_k, h_k)$ is suitably modified to include the adaptation.

3) Adaptation as AI Planning Problem: In order to automatically solve general adaptation problems, we adopt and adjust the service composition approach presented in [2]. According to it, a service composition problem is transformed into a planning problem and planning techniques are used to resolve it. Similarly, we transform an adaptation problem into a planning problem.

A planning domain is derived from adaptive problem $\xi$. In particular, a set of $n$ fragments $\{p_1, \ldots, p_n \in F(S)\}$, context property diagrams $\{c_1, \ldots, c_n \in C\}$ are transformed into state transition systems (STS) using transformation rules similar to those presented in [2]. While encoding fragments and context property diagrams as STSs, we remove all uncontrolled events, since they describe exogenous, improbable events. With these measures, the adaptation plan will be built under the assumptions that no exogenous events and service failures happen during the execution of the adaptation process.

The planning domain $\Sigma$ is obtained as the product of the STSs $\Sigma_{p_1} \ldots \Sigma_{p_n}$ and $\Sigma_{c_1} \ldots \Sigma_{c_m}$, where STSs corresponding to processes are synchronized on inputs and outputs, and STSs for processes and for context properties are synchronized on preconditions and effects.

$$\Sigma = \Sigma_{p_1} \parallel \ldots \parallel \Sigma_{p_n} \parallel \Sigma_{c_1} \parallel \ldots \parallel \Sigma_{c_m}$$

The initial state $r$ of the planning domain is derived from the current configuration $I(S)$, by interpreting it as states of the STSs defining the planning domain. Similarly, the adaptation goal $G(\xi)$ is transformed into an EAGLE planning goal $\rho$ by interpreting the configurations in $G(\xi)$ as states in the planning domain.

Finally, we apply the approach of [17] to domain $\Sigma$ and planning goal $\rho$ and generate a plan $\Sigma$, that guarantees achieving goal $\rho$ once “executed” on system $\Sigma$. State transition system $\Sigma_c$ is further translated into executable process $M_{adapt}$, which implements the identified adaptation strategy.

Correctness of the approach. The proof of the correctness of the approach consists in showing that, under the aforementioned assumptions, all the executions of the adaptation process $M_{adapt}$ (translation of controller $\Sigma_c$) implement the adaptation strategy. Here we outline the key points of the proof. It is easy to see that each execution $\theta$ of the adaptation process is also a run of the domain, i.e., if $\theta \in \Pi(\Sigma)$ then $\theta \in \Pi(\Sigma)$. Under the planning requirement that all the executions of the domain terminate in goal states, we get that all executions of the domain implement the adaptation strategy. As a consequence, the following theorem holds.

**Theorem 1:** (Correctness of the approach) Let:
- $\Sigma_{f_1}, \ldots, \Sigma_{f_n}$ be the STS encoding of fragments $f_1, \ldots, f_n$ and
- $\Sigma_{c_1}, \ldots, \Sigma_{c_m}$ be the STS encoding of context property diagrams $c_1, \ldots, c_m$.

Let $\Sigma_c$ be the controller for a particular composition problem

$$\Sigma = \Sigma_{f_1} \parallel \ldots \parallel \Sigma_{f_n} \parallel \Sigma_{c_1} \parallel \ldots \parallel \Sigma_{c_m}$$

$$I(\Sigma) = r, \rho = G^\Sigma$$

This approach to service composition deals with a broader set of features than the ones discussed in this paper. Prominently, it is able to manage data and data requirements in an efficient way [16]. For simplicity and lack of space, we did not consider data explicitly in the description of process fragments adopted in this paper. The selected composition approach, however, ensures that the adaptation approach presented in this paper also works with descriptions of process fragments that are enriched with data.
i.e., $\Sigma_e > \Sigma \models \rho$. Then execution $\Pi(\Sigma_e)$ implements the adaptation strategy.

We remark that the planner may fail to find a suitable plan for a planning problem, if no such plan exists. In this case, the adaptation strategy needs to take care of this failure, e.g., according to the incremental adaptation approach. Also, for the same adaptation problem, more than one solution may exist, especially if several fragments have similar or identical functionality. In this case, the planner returns the plan that is shortest with respect to the number of execution steps [18].

V. Evaluation

The proposed adaptation mechanisms and strategies have been implemented in the ASTRO-Captevo Framework [20], developed on top of the ASTRO project (www.astroproject.org). The framework exploits the modeling approach described in Section III-A where adaptability and context-awareness are key embedded characteristics of the application. We have created a visualization environment enabling interaction between the framework and the user and simulating execution and adaptation of business processes in our case study. In particular, it can (i) run the CLS and simulate the execution and adaptation of business process attached to entities and (ii) visualize in real time the execution and adaptation of business processes. The specification of the CLS we used to evaluate our approach contains 29 entity types, 69 process fragment models and 40 types of context properties. We evaluated our techniques using a dual-core CPU running at 2.8GHz, with 8Gb memory. We carried out an experiment in which we kept the demonstrator running for one hour, simulating the operation of the Bremen port with new ships loaded with cars constantly arriving. In parallel, we collected the execution and adaptation statistics such as the number of adaptation cases, the average number of fragments used to solve an adaptation problem, the average time to generate an adaptation solution and the number of total entities managed.

Within one hour, more than 1000 adaptation cases were generated. On average, an adaptation problem contained 7 process fragments (the fragments that could potentially be used in the final solution, and, as such, were presented in the planning domain), and took less than 4 seconds to be resolved. During the experiment, the framework was able to manage more than 350 entities (i.e., ships, cars, trucks, etc.).

These results demonstrated the usability and scalability of our approach when applied to a real-world complex scenario. To see the framework in action, when applied to the aforementioned CLS scenario, one can download the complete demo or the video of a live demonstration at: www.astroproject.org/captevo.

VI. Related Work and Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an approach to adapt complex service-based systems, where the adaptation solutions are automatically derived at run time taking into account the actual state of the execution environment and the available fragments that can be used to solve the problem. We have defined different adaptation mechanisms (i.e., refinement, local, compensation), described how they can be combined through adaptation strategies to tackle complex adaptation problems, and shown how each adaptation problem can be transformed into an AI planning problem.

Designing the adaptation of systems on the architecture level offers several potential benefits, such as the appropriate abstraction level to describe dynamic changes in a system, the potential for scalability to large-scale complex applications, and the generality that allows one to design solutions for a wide range of application domains [14].

Garlan et al. [7] introduce an SA-based self-adaptation framework, called Rainbow, which uses external mechanisms and an SA model to monitor a managed system, detect problems, determine a course of action, and carry out the adaptation actions. Rainbow, by making use of architectural styles, provides general and reusable infrastructures with explicit customization points. The definition of these customization points limits the dynamicity of the approach; in particular, the context is not considered as a part of the system model that can evolve during the system life-cycle. In our approach we do not rely on pre-defined customization points to manage the adaptation. Contrariwise, we monitor properties of the context to understand where and how the adapt system.

As mentioned in [12], in order to support services whose adaptive behavior can evolve over time, there is a need for higher level adaptation policies that are architecture independent. In this respect, Kramer and Magee propose in [14] a three-layer reference architecture for dealing with self-managed or self-* systems. The uppermost layer is the goal management that produces from a high level system goal, a plan to achieve the goal. This plan is the input of the change management layer that can introduce new components, recreate failed components, change component interconnections and so on. The bottom layer is the component control which ensures to preserve safe application operation during adaptation. In this approach, adaptations can only be triggered for the satisfaction of a declared goal. Our approach is more general, it is able to adapt the system not only when new requirements are defined (i.e., new goals), but also when the context model evolves and reaches a state that triggers the adaptation need.

In the community of Service Oriented Computing (SOC), various approaches supporting adaptation have been defined, e.g., triggering repairing strategies as a consequence of a requirement violation [22], and optimizing QoS of service-based applications [6], [25], [26], or for satisfying some application constraints [23]. Repairing strategies could be specified by means of policies to manage the dynamism of the execution environment [1], [8] or of the context of mobile service-based applications [21]. The aim of the strategies proposed by the aforementioned approaches range from service selection to rebinding and application reconfiguration [19], [24]. These are interesting features, but cannot deal with complex process restructuring and lack a design approach to support designers in developing applications where context-awareness and adaptivity are key characteristics. An adaptation approach similar to ours is presented in [10]. SmartPM is a formal framework based on situation calculus and IndiGolog language that provides run-time adaptation of a process to deal with unplanned exceptions. The problem of adaptation is eventually reduced to a classical planning prob-
lem. However, SmartPM is currently a theoretical framework and the efficiency and overhead of adaptation modelling cannot be evaluated so far. Classical planning cannot deal with non-deterministic services, which are a natural property of modern SOA systems. As opposed to SmartPM, our approach is able to deal with stateful and non-deterministic services. Our formal framework intuitively represents the relevant business concepts (context, activity preconditions and effects, processes) and, in combination with tools translating APF to state transition systems, provides efficient development tools that minimize the adaptation modelling effort.

Our adaptation mechanism is currently applied to instances of business processes. We plan to extend our work to use the execution history of adapted instances as a training set to progressively improve the process model (process evolution). Another interesting research challenge we want to tackle is to learn from past adaptations what are the best strategies to be used to solve specific adaptation problems and use the result of this analysis to improve the strategies. We are also investigating the possibility of using more sophisticated optimality criteria for planning adaptation activities, considering not only the length of the resulting plan but also minimal side effects, minimal execution cost of the process, and other quality indicators.
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